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Abstract -With the fast expansion in wide area networks leading to availability of low cost fundamental computational 

resources, the popularity of computational grids has increased. Effective load balancing and scheduling are the key concerns 

for meeting QoS requirements of users for computational grids. Fuzzy Logic contributes to handle the uncertainties involved in 

processors‟ load and tasks‟ execution length during scheduling decisions to ensure a better load balancing in distributed 

systems. In an effort to enhance the previously proposed and implemented dynamic load balancing algorithms for hierarchical 

and distributed computational grids viz. DLBCGBH – H / D, Fuzzy based Min – Max Scheduling (FMiMaS) is proposed in 

this paper which when integrated with the Local scheduling proposed in DLBCGBH – H / D, devises its enhanced version viz. 

„Hierarchical with Fuzzy‟ & „Distributed with Fuzzy‟ approaches based on Hybrid Scheduling. It is implemented using 

GridSim 4.0 and the comparison of simulation results with DLBCGBH – H / D and Built-in Space Shared utility of GridSim 

4.0 demonstrate tremendous improvements in terms of the performance metrics viz. Average Consumed Time, Average 

Processing Cost and Average Waiting Time. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Several factors like resource sharing, scalability, etc. have 

taken computation to the era of Grid computing that permits 

desktop computers to take part in the activity of a global 

network when they are idle and thus enable large software 

systems to utilize extra hardware resources. When all the 

resources of inactive computer systems are gathered as a 

powerful computer system, a highly effective grid system 

arises [1]. Internet has become a boon to Grid computing by 

enabling to employ hardware resources that belong to 

numerous other systems. Rapid growth of computer usage 

has given rise to applications that uses the shared hardware 

and software resources (eg. memory, processor, files etc.) 

and ultimately increased the number of submitted jobs across 

the internet [2]. 

Grid computing is a system that permits us to link network 

resources and applications to make a large effective system 

that has the capability to do extremely complex jobs which a 

solitary personal computer could not accomplish. Grid 

systems allow the virtualization of a vast array of resources, 

in spite of their considerable heterogeneity [3]. In a real 

world scenario the volatile job arrival patterns and the 

unpredictable / asymmetrical computing capabilities cause a 

particular grid site to become overloaded while other grid 

sites may be under-loaded [4] which adversely affect the 

performance of grid system. Therefore, the heterogeneous 

and the dynamic environment of grids need load balancing in 

order to ensure the best usage of the performance of the grid 

nodes. Load balancing techniques play a vital role in 

determining the performance of the grid system by 

improving grid node utilization and reducing the usage of 

time. Hence, load balancing techniques should be “fair” in 

distributing the load across the grid nodes. The meaning of 

“fair” is that the difference between the “heaviest loaded” 

node and “lightest loaded” node should be minimized [5]. 

The factors that pose challenges for load balancing in Grid 

Systems include heterogeneity, autonomy, application 

diversity, dynamicity, adaptability, scalability, resource non-

dedication, resource selection and computation – data 

separation [6].  

The jobs that arrive from grid users are first placed in a job 

queue. Thereafter, as per the requirement of the load 

balancing schemes the job scheduler schedules the jobs from 

job queue to the dispatch queues of the appropriate 

computing node. The computing node executes the jobs and 

sends the computational results back to the associated grid 

user. Several parameters are used to measure the 

performance of the scheduling algorithm in grids such as 

resource utilization, response time, throughput, waiting time, 

reliability, communication overheads, processing cost etc. 

[7].  
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An effective scheduling approach considerably contributes to 

load balancing by deciding the load balanced schedule. As 

the information about the state of nodes during scheduling, 

exchanged at discrete intervals through message passing 

mechanism, reaches their destinations at variable latencies 

and hence becomes inevitably out of date to effectively 

estimate the global system state due to the rapid changes in 

the states of nodes / clusters. Moreover, many other factors 

lead to ambiguous information about the states of the nodes / 

clusters which in turn lead to uncertainty in scheduling 

decisions thereby causing load imbalance. In view of the 

aforesaid unavoidable uncertainties involved in grid 

environment, the Fuzzy Logic can be a suitable method as it 

deals with uncertain information [8 - 11]. 

Rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly 

presents the literature survey from the related domain. 

Section 3 explains the proposed work. Section 4 introduces 

with simulation environment, simulation scenarios and the 

simulation experiments carried out to analyze the 

performance against the relevant metrics. Section 5 presents 

the results of simulation experiments along with the 

performance analysis. Finally, the paper is concluded in 

Section 6 along with the future directions for research. 

2. RELATED WORK 

This section presents a brief overview of the various related 

researches that guided the efforts during the proposed work. 

A hierarchical load balancing technique called PLBA is 

proposed in [12] which divides the load into different 

categories like lightly loaded, under-lightly loaded, 

overloaded, normally loaded based on variable threshold 

values. A threshold value, which can be found out using load 

deviation, is responsible for transfer the task and flow of 

workload information.  

A dynamic load balancing algorithm with fuzzy logic is 

proposed in [13] which handle the issues of uncertainty and 

inconsistency faced by the previous algorithms. The 

algorithm reveals better response time than round robin and 

randomize algorithm respectively by 30.84% and 45.45%. 

Another fuzzy dynamic load balancing algorithm for 

homogenous distributed systems is proposed in [14] wherein 

inaccurate load information is dealt with the use of fuzzy 

logic and accordingly the load distribution decisions are 

made to maintain the overall stability of the system.  

The design and implementation of a proposed fuzzy-logic-

based scheme for dynamic load balancing in grid computing 

services is done in [15] by using a fuzzy logic inference 

system which uses some metrics to capture the variability of 

loads and specifies the state of each node of a cluster. Then, 

based on the overall nodes‟ states, the state of the 

corresponding cluster is defined in order to assign the newly 

arrived tasks such that load balancing among different 

clusters and nodes is accomplished. Being inspired from this 

approach, its enhanced version has also been proposed by the 

authors in [16] for dynamic load balancing in hierarchical 

computational grid using fuzzy logic. 

Another fuzzy-logic-based self-adaptive job replication 

scheduling (FSARS) algorithm which considers the trust 

relationships between the participants is proposed in [17]. 

FSARS uses the security demand of the task and Trust level 

of the resources as the main parameters. The proposed 

method gives a vigorous performance against resource 

failures and improved scheduling achievement rate. 

A fuzzy expert system for load balancing in a symmetric 

multiprocessor environment is proposed in [18] wherein an 

On-Demand based load balancing instead of the periodic 

load balancing is implemented to ensure fast and fair load 

balancing with minimal computational overhead. The time 

spent by a job in the system is considered as the main issue 

that needs to be minimized in the approach proposed in [19].  

Min-Min heuristic minimizes makespan than the other 

heuristics but it fails to produce a load balanced schedule. A 

Load Balanced Min-Min (LBMM) algorithm that reduces the 

makespan and increases the resource utilization is proposed 

in [20] wherein the traditional Min-Min algorithm is 

executed in the first phase followed by the rescheduling of 

tasks to effectively use the unutilized resources in the second 

phase. Further, another scheduling algorithm based on Min–

Min heuristic is proposed in [21] which first estimates the 

completion time of the tasks on each of resources and then 

selects the appropriate resource for scheduling. Further, 

RASA proposed in [22] alternatively applies Max-Min and 

Min-Min over scheduling process iterations so as to ensure 

effective utilization of resources leading to load balanced 

schedule. 

3. PROPOSED SCHEDULING MODEL 

Scheduling and Load Balancing in distributed system are 

closely related to each other. While the prior one is 

responsible for deciding the execution order of the tasks, the 

later one is responsible for ensuring that all the processing 

elements of distributed system are fairly loaded. Load 

balanced task scheduling is very important problem in 

complex grid environment. So task scheduling which is one 

of the NP-Complete problems becomes a focus of research in 

grid computing area. Efficiency of scheduling algorithms 

affects the user and service provider. Effectiveness of a 

scheduling algorithm is measured using response time, 

resource utilization, migrated task, cost, deadline and waiting 

time.  

A Grid scheduling algorithm works at two levels - local 

scheduling and global scheduling. Local scheduling 

algorithms manage the nodes within site and improve the 

system performance, while global scheduling algorithms 

select the site and improve the task migration and cost. They 

are of much relevance in these days because user has to pay-
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per-use. A hybrid scheduling policy is also recommended to 

be devised so as to club the positives of both the local & 

global scheduling policies. Further, existing research in using 

fuzzy logic for the purpose of scheduling and load balancing 

has only concentrated on utilizing fuzzy logic concepts in 

describing processors‟ load and tasks‟ execution length. 

In view of the aforesaid facts, a Fuzzy Min – Max 

Scheduling (FMiMaS) model is proposed in Section 3.1 as a 

Global Scheduling policy which when integrated with the 

Local Scheduling proposed in DLBCGBH – H / D [23, 24], 

as proposed in Section 3.2, provides an efficient solution to 

load balancing problem in computational grids.  

3.1 Fuzzy Min - Max Scheduling 

To efficiently handle dynamic task arrivals, a fuzzy logic 

based min – max scheduling using binary heaps is proposed 

herein. The schematic of the proposed approach is shown in 

Figure-3.1. As shown in the figure, let there are n number of 

users who want to submit their jobs to the grid infrastructure 

for processing. Each of these n job lists contains a different 

number of jobs with different length of processes (i.e. Job 

Length) to be executed. The proposed model suggest to 

aggregate all these jobs at the Job Queue to apply a pre-

processing technique named “Fuzzy Job Categorization” 

after which these aggregated jobs are categorized in to five 

different lists maintained in binary min and max heaps as 

explained in the description of the algorithm. Thereafter, a 

post-processing technique named “Job Lists Regeneration” is 

applied to create the requisite number of Dispatch Queues in 

view of the application specific requirements (or the number 

of users connected through the grid) by following a Min-Max 

strategy. The working of the two main algorithms involved 

in the proposed fuzzy min – max scheduling are described as 

follows: 

 

Figure-3.1: Schematic for Fuzzy Min - Max Scheduling 

3.1.1  Fuzzy Job Categorization Algorithm 

The working of this algorithm involves the application of 

Fuzzy Membership Function named “Job Category” for 

fuzzification of incoming jobs. The input variables to this 

Fuzzy membership function is “Resource Requirements of 

the job (i.e. Job Length)” and as output variable it produces 

the “Job Category” viz. “low”, “low average”, “average”, 

“high average”, and “high. Fuzzy membership function for 

the Output Variable “Job Category” is shown in Figure-3.2. 

Assuming that x represents the “Resource Requirements of 

Job (i.e. Job Length)”, the formula for calculating the 

membership values for the fuzzy output variable “Job 

Category” is shown in Table-3.1. Thereafter, Binary Min-

Heaps are created for “low”, “low-average” and “average” 

categories of jobs viz. BHlow,BHlow-average & BHaverage while 

Binary Max-Heaps are created for the “high average” and 

”high” categories of jobs viz. BHhigh-average &BHhigh. While 

creating & maintaining the Binary Heaps “Resource 

Requirements of the Job (i.e. Job Length)” is considered as 

the key value. The idea behind using the Binary Heaps is that 

they can efficiently accommodate the dynamically arriving 

tasks by efficiently reorganizing themselves so as to ensure 

that the heaviest and lightest jobs at any point of time are 

directly accessible through the root of the heap itself. The 

pseudo code for Fuzzy Job Categorization Algorithm is 

shown in Figure-3.3.  

Figure-3.2: Fuzzy Membership Function for “Job 

Category” 

Table-3.1: Fuzzy Membership Values for “Job Category” 
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3.1.2 Job Lists Regeneration Algorithm 

As shown in the schematic for the Fuzzy Min - Max 

Scheduling in Figure-3.1, after categorization of jobs into 

five different categories, this algorithm restructures all the 

jobs into number of lists equivalent to the number of users 

connected through the grid. This number can also depend on 

the specific requirements of the grid application. Job Lists 

Regeneration Algorithm works on Min-Max strategy so as to 

ensure an effective scheduling wherein the short tasks are not 

suffered by the presence of long tasks while ensuring that 

long tasks are also processed simultaneously. This strategy 

ensures better load balancing by ensuring the effective 

utilization of resources .The pseudo code for the Job Lists 

Regeneration Algorithm is shown in Figure-3.4. 

3.2  Enhancing DLBCGBH – H / D using Fuzzy Min – 

Max Scheduling (FMiMaS) 

As the effective load balancing policy is always 

complemented by an efficient scheduling strategy. The 

Global Scheduling Policy FMiMaS, proposed in the previous 

section, is proposed to be integrated with the previously 

proposed approaches DLBCGBH – H / D to enhance the 

same through Hybrid Scheduling introduced by the 

integration of FMiMaS with DLBCGBH – H / D, thereby 

resulting into „Hierarchical with Fuzzy‟ and „Distributed 

with Fuzzy‟ approaches for dynamic load balancing in 

Computational Grids. The enhanced approaches are further 

implemented for studying through simulation. 

 

Input: Number of users N, Users‟ job list                    

Output: Five Lists of Jobs                      

Process: 

1.                 

2.                 

3.                  

a.                        

i.               

b.                                    

i.                 

c.                                   

i.               

d.                                   

i.                 

e.                     

i.               

f.        

4. End for 

 

Figure-3.3: Fuzzy Job Categorization Algorithm 

 

4. SIMULATION & PARAMETERS 

The performance of the enhanced versions of DLBCGBH – 

H / D, called as „Hierarchical with Fuzzy‟ and „Distributed 

with Fuzzy‟ approaches, are analyzed through simulations 

using an application developed in Java using GridSim4.0, 

NetBeans IDE 8.1 and Apache Derby RDBMS. Different 

performance metrics used for performance comparisons are 

defined in this section: 

A. Average Consumed Time 

The average time consumed is the total amount of time 

required to process the entire request by the grid resources.  

 

N : Total number of gridlets to be processed 

     : Time for processing i
th

gridlet 

                       
 

 
∑      

 
   + WTi) 

 

B. Average Processing Cost 

The amount of mean cost required to execute all the 

submitted tasks is termed as the Average processing cost. 

costi : Cost for processing i
th

gridlet. 

                      
 

 
∑     

 

   

 

 

C. Average Waiting Time 

The time consumed before assigning a task to a server 

resource is termed as the waiting time. The Average Waiting 

Time is the mean time consumed for allocating the resource. 

 

WTi :  Waiting Time for i
th

gridlet 

                    
 

 
∑   
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Input: Categorized job list                                  

Output: Number of job list to process N 

Process: 

1.                                       

      

2.           
         

 
 

3. Initialize N list                 
4. Temp=1; 

5. Flag=0; 

6.                          

a.            (    
 ) 

b.            (     
           

) 

c.             

d.                    

i.              

e.         (                 ) 

i.           

ii.        

f. End if 

g.   (               ) 

i.                

ii.        

h.        (                            

 ) 

i.            

i. End if 

7.         

8. Boolean               

9. Boolean         

10.                               

a.             

i.             

ii.          

iii.         

iv. Break;  

b.             

i.             

ii.          

iii.         

iv. Break  

c. …. 

i. ….. 

ii. …. 

d.             

i.             

ii.          

iii.         

e. End if 

11.         

 

Figure-3.4: Job Lists Regeneration Algorithm 

 

5. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

A comparison of the performance of Fuzzy Hierarchical and 

Fuzzy Distributed approaches with the previously 

implemented algorithms DLBCGBH – H / D and Built-in 

Space Shared Utility of GridSim4.0 is done under this study. 

The datasets (i.e. real workload traces) for simulation 

experiments are downloaded from Parallel Workload 

Archive [25] and partitioned for experimental purposes.  

In order to perform an in-depth study on the algorithms 

through the developed simulation software, their 

performance trend is analyzed for homogenous computing 

infrastructure by varying the size of datasets as well as the 

grid infrastructure viz. Number of Grid Resources, Number 

of Machines (M/c), and Number of Processing Elements 

(PE). Performances are recorded under all the three scenarios 

for the two enhanced approaches viz. Fuzzy Hierarchical and 

Fuzzy Distributed along with the previously proposed 

algorithms viz. DLBCGBH – H / D and Built-in Space 

Shared utility of GridSim 4.0 for three parameters in tabular 

form and shown in Appendix – A.  

Results show the tremendous improvements are reflected by 

the integration of FMiMaS with DLBCGBH – H / D. 

However, these results are not included in graphs for the ease 

of representation. Graphs for different simulation scenarios 

are shown in the Graph Tables - 1, 2 & 3. For all the cases, 

Fuzzy Hierarchical approach is found to be comparatively 

expensive with respect to the Fuzzy Distributed approach.  

Table 1: Graphs for Performance Analysis-Scenario-1 

Simulation Scenario – 1 

Size of datasets = 250-2500 Step 250 / 500 

No. of Grid 

Resources 
= 3 Fixed 

Number of PE = 1 Fixed 

Number of Machines = 1 Fixed 

 

 

Fig-5.1.1: Datasets Vs Average Consumed Time 
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Fig-5.1.2: Datasets Vs Average Processing Cost 

 

Fig-5.1.3: Datasets Vs Average Waiting Time 

 

Table 2: Graphs for Performance Analysis-Scenario-2 

Simulation Scenario - 2 

Size of datasets = 250 Fixed 

No. of Grid Resources = 5 - 55 Step 10 

Number of PE = 10 - 60 Step 10 

Number of Machines = 15 - 65 Step 10 

 

 

Fig-5.2.1: Infrastructure Vs Average Consumed Time 

 

Fig-5.2.2: Infrastructure Vs Average Processing Cost 

 

Fig-5.2.3: Infrastructure Vs Average Waiting Time 

Table 3: Graphs for Performance Analysis-Scenario-3 

Simulation Scenario - 3 

Size of datasets = 2500 Fixed 

No. of Grid Resources = 5 - 55 Step 10 

Number of PE = 10 - 60 Step 10 

Number of Machines = 15 - 65 Step 10 

 

Fig-5.3.1: Infrastructure Vs Average Consumed Time 
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Fig-5.3.2: Infrastructure Vs Average Processing Cost 

 

Fig-5.3.3: Infrastructure Vs Average Waiting Time 

6. CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE 

The enhanced versions of DLBCGBH – H /D termed as 

Fuzzy Distributed & Fuzzy Hierarchical approaches, resulted 

by integrating DLBCGBH – H / D with Fuzzy Min – Max 

Scheduling (FMiMaS) to incorporate Hybrid Scheduling so 

as to effectively support the dynamic task arrivals, 

demonstrates tremendous improvements over Built-in Space 

Shared utility of GridSim 4.0 & DLBCGBH – H / D on all 

the performance metrics viz. Average Consumed Time, 

Average Waiting Time, and Average Processing Cost under 

simulation experiments carried out in Simulation Scenario 1, 

2 & 3. Only the two fuzzy approaches are plotted in graphs 

as these are outperforming over the other three approaches. 

Fuzzy Distributed approach outperforms Fuzzy Hierarchical 

approach on all the performance metrics viz. Average 

Consumed Time, Average Processing Cost and Average 

Waiting Time.  Moreover, with increased number of 

resources, the performance does not change much for the 

same size of datasets while improvements are reflected for 

the increased size of datasets as the values of all the 

parameters become almost stabilized.  

Thus, Fuzzy Hierarchical and Fuzzy Distributed approaches 

are acceptable over DLBCGBH – H / D for computational 

grids in the homogenous computing infrastructure of grid 

resources comprising of similar number of nodes with 

similar / default PE ratings which proves the effectiveness of 

the Fuzzy Min – Max Scheduling (FMiMaS). As a matter of 

fact the improvements are due to the resultant hybrid 

scheduling caused by the integration of Global scheduling 

introduced by FMiMaS with the local scheduling 

implemented through DLBCGBH – H / D due to which the 

Average Waiting Time is tremendously decreased which 

further improves the Average Consumed Time and Average 

Processing Cost. 

In future, the performance of proposed Fuzzy Hierarchical 

and Fuzzy Distributed approaches for load balancing in 

computational grids can also be analyzed in heterogeneous 

environment of computing resources. The two enhanced 

approaches viz. Hierarchical Fuzzy and Distributed Fuzzy 

can also be tested for fault tolerance. Improvements can also 

be tried by taking into account the characteristics of task viz. 

Resource Requirements, CPU Bound, Deadline etc. during 

its transfer to the best suited node in the grid environment. 

Further, the complexity of the proposed algorithms can 

mathematically be analyzed to strongly support the use of 

binary heaps. 

Appendix – A

 

Dataset 

Size

Space 

Shared
Distributed Hierarchical

Fuzzy 

Distributed

Fuzzy 

Hierarchical

250 25265.52 18025.09 23885.45 14600.32 17675.23

500 22932.21 19556.62 20874.07 16231.99 16490.52

1000 18543.24 15451.51 16845.24 12979.27 13307.74

1500 18756.04 17282.65 17578.98 13998.95 14414.76

2000 17783.72 16785.84 16225.99 12589.38 12331.75

2500 16886.85 14656.25 15751.69 12164.69 11656.25

250 75796.56 54075.27 71656.35 43800.97 53025.70

500 68796.63 58669.86 62622.21 48695.98 49471.55

1000 55629.72 46354.53 50535.72 38937.81 39923.22

1500 56268.12 51847.95 52736.94 41996.84 43244.29

2000 53351.16 50357.52 48677.97 37768.14 36995.26

2500 50660.55 43968.75 47255.07 36494.06 34968.75

250 14547.85 8812.45 12205.14 387.75 534.59

500 12215.52 10751.47 11651.51 473.06 510.34

1000 11542.81 8756.52 8539.95 385.29 409.92

1500 11120.74 9001.63 9066.96 396.07 426.15

2000 9126.32 8745.14 8021.21 384.79 393.04

2500 8542.99 8121.01 8514.63 357.32 372.94

SIMULATION SCENARIO: 1

Parameter: Average Consumed Time

Parameter: Average Processing Cost

Parameter: Average Waiting Time
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(25, 30, 35) 45964.65 38760.03 42966.78 31797.99 31926.36

(35, 40, 45) 45988.35 39162.63 43958.61 31791.03 31959.69

(45, 50, 55) 47094.81 40546.95 42663.84 31789.08 31973.31

(55, 60, 65) 45975.66 37435.65 42526.74 31799.82 31924.47

(5, 10, 15) 4678.65 2365.12 3762.25 110.62 164.82

(15, 20, 25) 4588.23 2485.47 3721.01 108.92 152.68

(25, 30, 35) 4612.57 2455.98 3769.04 108.51 151.30

(35, 40, 45) 4783.01 2367.54 3798.25 106.18 162.41

(45, 50, 55) 4669.33 2566.01 3714.65 105.53 166.94

(55, 60, 65) 4789.25 2449.52 3725.33 109.11 150.66

Parameter: Average Waiting Time Dataset: 250

Parameter: Average Processing Cost Dataset: 250

Parameter: Average Consumed Time Dataset: 250

SIMULATION SCENARIO: 2

Infra-

structure

Space 

Shared
Distributed Hierarchical

Fuzzy 

Distributed

Fuzzy 

Hierarchical

(5, 10, 15) 10289.30 8859.39 9626.89 7286.42 7334.56

(15, 20, 25) 10251.32 8711.53 9602.97 7285.01 7331.92

(25, 30, 35) 10221.62 8605.33 9615.33 7287.38 7333.02

(35, 40, 45) 10482.32 8701.68 9786.22 7285.33 7333.67

(45, 50, 55) 10458.11 8666.39 9728.27 7285.91 7330.30

(55, 60, 65) 10412.20 8706.14 9539.01 7286.56 7331.66

(5, 10, 15) 30867.90 26578.17 28880.67 21859.26 22003.68

(15, 20, 25) 30753.96 26134.59 28808.91 21855.03 21995.76

(25, 30, 35) 30664.86 25815.99 28845.99 21862.14 21999.06

(35, 40, 45) 31446.96 26105.04 29358.66 21855.99 22001.01

(45, 50, 55) 31374.33 25999.17 29184.81 21857.73 21990.90

(55, 60, 65) 31236.60 26118.42 28617.03 21859.68 21994.98

(5, 10, 15) 3365.21 1652.32 2465.02 108.26 156.36

(15, 20, 25) 3365.01 1684.29 2599.45 106.80 153.76

(25, 30, 35) 3371.36 1645.21 2541.21 109.16 154.83

(35, 40, 45) 3345.66 1587.99 2578.54 107.11 155.49

(45, 50, 55) 3355.25 1502.69 2696.21 107.69 152.10

(55, 60, 65) 3389.52 1545.45 2644.11 108.35 153.46

Parameter: Average Consumed Time Dataset: 2500

Parameter: Average Processing Cost Dataset: 2500

Parameter: Average Waiting Time Dataset: 2500

SIMULATION SCENARIO: 3
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